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Sports practice 
Professional practice

ACL injury 
Presence of associated lesions?

Diagnosis specified by NMR Accuracy of 
associated lesions

Informed and objective information of each 
patient in terms of existing treatment options

1 ° option - Curator
2 ° - Curator in 1 ° intention then re-

evaluation of the functional state 3 ° - Surgical by Reconstruction

There is only one therapeutic option in 
young people who have torn off not 

the ACL but the bony lozenge to which 
it is attached: different and rapid 
surgery is most often necessary. 

The surgeon will explain it to youPossibility of rapid intervention if the 
associated lesions have significant 

functional consequences

For these three options, simultaneous treatment of the uninjured knee, in Prevention 1 °, contributes to limiting the inherent risks of 
contralateral rupture, to 24 months - Wright et al., 2011, Webster et al., 2014

Muscle wasting = contribution to muscle imbalance + loss of control + loss of confidence

Decrease in mutual inhibitions Altered torque and motor control, increased tissue 
fatigue

Arthrokinetic dysfunctions and loss of 
joint range

Prevention of ACL lesions on the 
basis of the risk factors currently 

identified in the scientific literature 

Griffin et al., 2000, 2006, Myer et al., 2008 

Prevention 1 ° of ACL lesions on 
the basis of risk factors currently 

identified in the scientific literature; 
specific Youth and Women  

Sugimoto et al., 2014

Pre-operative physiotherapy treatment 10 sessions, 2 per 
week for isokinetic work for couples of strength and 

neuromuscular work                                                                     
Eitzen et al., 2009, 2016, Grindem et al., 2015

Conservative management of the injured knee based on a complete 
recovery of functionality and a return to all activities (leisure, 

professional and sports) at the same level as that before the injury. 

Moksnes et al., 2008, Fitzgerald et al., 2000, Grindem et al., 2018

Management based on evolving functional skills according to the 
operating timing, the timing of tissue healing and optimal stimulation 
of the knee. 
One objective: recovery of all activities (professional and sports) at the 
same level as that before the injury.                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                          
Adams et al., 2012; Kruse et al., 2012, Rosberg et al., 2013 (…)Strategy under conditions and monitoring!

Specific sport-dependent work and 
dependent level to envisage a return to 

competition

Importance of fine cuts <2.5 mm and 
of a weighting set, without the 

exclusivity of cuts in fat saturation

When the initial choice is based  
on reflection objective of everyone's  
needs, the KOOS results at 24 months are  
identical between those operated on and those who were 
not, this for an initial level of activity specific to each.

ACL Surgical Reconstruction is not a "surgical emergency." Choosing to take the time to make the best decision for your lifestyle is most often a reasonable choice. Of course, the 
choice is made more quickly when the sport is national or even international.

In Sport Physiotherapy In Sport PhysiotherapyItinéraire Théorique de la survenue d’une lésion

Whatever your choice, as soon as the accident occurs, inflammatory mechanisms (pain, edema, etc.), muscle atrophy, etc., are triggered 
and must be the subject of particular, early and specific attention.

Better and better post-surgical recovery 

every day at 24 months                         

Adams et al., 2012, Failla et al., 2016

Physiotherapeutic care according to the criteria of the scientific literature, currently 
validated under the conservative option 

or the surgical option
How to make the right choice ?
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